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<Indonesia> 4 shared Deleted Indonesian
Songs

<Indonesia> MIAP Set Up a IP Related
Curriculum for School

Responding warning letter issued last month by
Indonesian government, which states that any electronic
information which is uploaded or downloaded without
permission from the copyright holder is an illegal action,
4shared had deleted 834 songs from Indonesia in order to
avoid copyright infringement.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 5 November 2012)

Widyaretna Buenastuti (Head of Indonesian Society of
Anti Piracy/MIAP) states that in order to respon high
number of piracy, MIAP is setting up a curriculum related
to IP that will be launched next year. MIAP hopes that
Ministry of Education will use the said curriculum as a
base for IP lesson in Indonesian education curriculum.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 8 November 2012)

<Indonesia> DGIP Investigate 60 Cases of
Patent and Trademark Infringement

<Indonesia>
Warning
"ANYMODE"

Directorate of Investigation of DGIP informs that until
October 2012, the directorate has investigated totally 60
IP infringement cases. Among the cases, 7-8 of them have
been further processed by state attorney. In addition, most
of the cases found are related to trademark infringement
(80%).
(Bisnis Indonesia, 7 November 2012)

PT Cahaya Megah Pradana, as the licensee of products
using trademark "ANYMODE" owned by Anymode
Corporation (Korean company), lately founds imitated
products sold in the market. The said imitated products
using similar trademark and attaching name: PT Cahaya
Megah Pradana as the distributor of the products. Hereby,
PT Cahaya Megah Pradana warns any parties to stop the
said infringement (illegally using trademark and name of
company) or will be sued at court.
(Kompas, 12 November 2012)

<Indonesia> Wen Ken Drug
Trademark “Kaki Tiga” Case

Lost

in

Judges at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta agree to
cancel trademark “Cap Kaki Tiga” No. IDM000241894 in
the name of Wen Ken Drug (Defendant) because it was
filed with having bad faith. Judges consider that the
trademark may mislead consumer because it contains
“Rhino logo” which is similar with trademark “Larutan
Penyegar Badak” No. IDM000152059 owned by Budi
Yuwono (plaintiff). Responding the decision, the
defendant will submit appeal to Supreme Court.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 7 November 2012)
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<Indonesia> Province of West Java Submits 4
Geographical Indication Applications for
Livestocks
Husbandry agency of West Java Province submits 4
applications of geographical indication at DGIP for 4
livestocks (Domba Garut (a kind of sheep), Ayam Pelung
(a kind of chicken), Ayam Sentul (a kind of chicken) and
Itik Cirebon (a kind of duck)). These applications are
purposed to counter any claim from other parties. For
example, recently there is a case where Ayam Pelung is
claimed by Japan.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 13 November 2012)
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